1. Introduction

Functioning of transportation market participants is characterized by the presence of uncertainty and conflicts, by volatility of goals, which is caused by influence of huge number of stochastic factors on technological processes and by struggle of participants for scarce financial and material resources. It leads to appearance of so called risk situations in the processes of making decisions by freight forwarders, carriers, 3PL-providers (freight terminals) and shippers. Consideration of risks in managing freight forwarding processes allows decreasing potential losses as the result of market situation change for logistics system elements, which are involved in delivery process. Also risks evaluation could be used for estimation of feasibility of certain administrative decisions.

According to [1], risk could be defined as economic category, which reflects for the interested entities the peculiarities of their perception of objectively existing uncertainty and conflict. Uncertainty and conflict situations in freight forwarding management occur in making the decisions in certain situations of transportation market participants' interaction.

2. Analysis of published data and problem statement

Freight forwarders risks in contemporary literature, as a rule, are defined for situations of traffic conditions or driver’s risk tolerance (human factor is being considered) and are related to the features of insurance procedures.

In the paper [2] its authors complete a theoretical analysis of advanced traveler information systems for road choice with risk-averse drivers who rationally learn over time, in a simple setting. For this purpose, they have studied the one-armed bandit problem, where a driver selects, day after day, either a safe or a random road. Numerical example, provided by authors, illustrates the impact of risk aversion on dynamic optimal strategies.

Authors of [3] analyze the decisions of drivers on whether to acquire information and which routes to take on simple congested road networks. Drivers in the paper are varied to their degrees of risk aversion with respect to travel time. Obtained by authors results show, that free or costly information can decrease the expected utility of drivers who are very risk averse. It’s also been concluded that with sufficient risk aversion in the population, the aggregate compensating variation for information could be negative.

In paper [4] authors consider a multiproduct two-echelon production-inventory-distribution system design model that captures risk-pooling effects by consolidating the safety-stock inventory of the retailers at distribution centers. They propose a model that determines plant and distribution centers locations, shipment levels from plants to the distribution centers, safety-stock levels at distribution centers, and the assignment of retailers to distribution centers by minimizing the sum of fixed facility location costs, transportation costs, and safety-stock costs. The model is formulated as a nonlinear mixed-integer programming problem and could be used for evaluation of participants' risks. The proposed approach could be characterized as an example of mathematical model for determination of risks.

The article [5] focuses on the most important risks in the context of international freight forwarding operations, highlighting some of the critical areas that an international freight forwarder should be mindful of, and offering suggestions for managing these risks. The author notes that, due to the wide variety of services that an international freight forwarder may offer, it is not possible to deal with all circumstances, therefore, only the major risk aspects should be considered. In his further paper [6], R. Bergami outlines that, properly used, Incoterms 2010 are an effective risk
management tool. He claims that old trading practices create tension with modern transport practices and Incoterms 2010, potentially increasing risks for traders (but not for transport companies). The article [6] considers the impact of outdated trade and banking practices and their likely impact on traders, concluding that an enterprise risk management approach is required, incorporating specific staff training, to modernize trade practices and reduce organizational risk.

As it could be concluded, existing approaches to freight forwarders risks estimation are not based on technological process model. They take into consideration external factors, such as legal framework, traffic conditions, logistics system structure and others. In [7] the mathematical model was proposed, which allows determining of expediency for freight forwarder functioning at the transportation market. This model considers features of freight forwarding technological process. In this research that model is taken as a base for estimation of freight forwarder risk to transportation market entry.

### 3. Purpose and objectives of the study

The research aims to develop the method for evaluation of freight forwarder risk to entry the transportation market (or the certain market segment).

To achieve the research aim, the following research objectives should be implemented:

1. To develop the simulation model for freight forwarder risks evaluation and its software implementation.
2. To conduct the simulation experiment using developed simulation model.
3. To analyze results of the conducted experiment.

### 4. Simulation model for evaluation on freight forwarders risk to entry the transportation market

Risk of freight forwarder entry on transportation market belongs to the group of risks, which are defined as a probability of event occurrence. According to [9], risk could be defined as a probability (threat) of loss by a person or organization of a part of its resources, of non-receipt of its income or of appearance of additional costs as a result of certain operating or financial policies. For the situation of freight forwarder running business on the transportation market (or its certain segment), risk of freight forwarder is a probability of failure of a condition $I_{FF} > E_{FF}$. Where $I_{FF}$ – freight forwarder’s income, $E_{FF}$ – freight forwarder’s expenses, i.e. a measure of risk $r$ in this case could be determined as a probability of an opposite event occurrence:

$$ r = 1 - p(I_{FF} > E_{FF}) = p(I_{FF} \leq E_{FF}) .$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $p(I_{FF} > E_{FF})$ – probability of an event, that freight forwarder’s income from request service will exceed expenses on its service; $p(I_{FF} \leq E_{FF})$ – probability of an event, that freight forwarder’s income from request service does not exceed expenses on its service.

For numeric evaluation of freight forwarder risk to entry the market, the statistical data on values of forwarding enterprise income and expenses (or – its profit) related to the process of requests servicing are required. On the base of these statistical data the probability could be determined according to (1). Among the factors that determine the probability of occurrence of an event $I_{FF} \leq E_{FF}$, there should be highlighted: time intervals of requests on freight forwarding services and tariff on services of the freight forwarder, which unequivocally determines an income of the enterprise.

To provide the experimental studies for determination of dependence of freight forwarder risk to entry the market from parameters of demand (requests interval) and enterprise’s pricing policy (freight forwarder tariff on the complex of services), a simulation model of servicing by the forwarding company of requests flow has been developed. The simulation model is implemented with the use of base classes described in [8]; its algorithm is presented at Fig. 1.

As an input parameter for the algorithm of simulation experiment at Fig. 1 a model time for the requests flow is considered. At the base of this index a generation of an rf object of RequestFlow type is provided; this object represents a list of requests ordered by their appearance time [10]. Values of requests intervals in a flow are generated with the use of a scale parameter – mathematical expectation $ml$. For each of values $ml$ considered in the simulation experiment (in the range from $ml_{min}$ to $ml_{max}$ with the step $stI$), generation of requests flow is implemented, wherein number $N$ of requests in a flow is determined with the help of GetRequestsNumber() method of RequestFlow class [8]. For the obtained requests flow a risk of freight forwarder to entry the market is evaluated for all considered in the experiment values of freight forwarder tariffs, which are defined in a loop by Tariff variable (in the range from $minT$ to $maxT$ with the step $stT$).
Number of request servicing situations, for which freight
forwarder profit is less or equal to zero, is fixed in a variable
n. In a loop with the counter i an evaluation of forwarding
enterprise profit and increment of variable n are implement
ed in case, if condition $P_{FF} \leq 0$, where $P_{FF} \rightarrow$ freight forwarder
profit, is satisfied.

In this way, for each couple of request interval mathematical
expectation and freight forwarder tariff, the algorithm defines a probability value of non-obtaining by a forwarding enterprise of positive profit. Mentioned probability value here determines a measure of freight forwarder risk to entry the transportation market, it’s defined in the algorithm as a ratio of value n and a number N of requests in a flow.

Calculation of a numeric value of freight forwarder profit is implemented with the help of ForwarderProfit function of LogisticChain class [8]. The function has two parameters – a boolean variable tariffType and the tariff value Tariff.

In case if tariffType is true, calculation of freight forward profit $P_{FF}^{\text{true}}$ is conducted on the basis of forwarder profitability rate according to the formula

$$P_{FF}^{\text{true}} = \left[ s_{FF}^{\text{tariff}}, N_{FF}^{\text{tariff}} \left( I_{\text{r}}, - \bar{I}_{\text{r}} \right) \right] \left( 1 + R_{FF} \right) - E_{FF}^{\text{true}},$$

where $s_{FF}^{\text{tariff}}$ – self costs of 1 hour of forwarding company
dispatcher’s work, $$/hr; N_{FF}^{\text{tariff}}$ – a number of freight for-
warding company dispatchers; $I_{\text{r}}$ – an interval of the request
appearance, hrs; $\bar{I}_{\text{r}}$ – the request service duration, hrs;
$R_{FF}$ – profitability of freight forwarding services; $E_{FF}$ –
freight forwarder costs for the request service, $.$

Value of forwarding enterprise costs $E_{FF}^{\text{true}}$ is defined with
the help of ForwarderExpenses function of LogisticChain class [8].

For false value of tariffType parameter, calculation of forwarding enterprise profit $P_{FF}^{\text{false}}$ is carried out on the basis of fixed tariff $T_{FF}$ with the use of following dependence:

$$P_{FF}^{\text{false}} = T_{FF} - \left[ s_{FF}^{\text{tariff}}, N_{FF}^{\text{tariff}} \left( I_{\text{r}}, - \bar{I}_{\text{r}} \right) + s_{FF}^{\text{tariff}}, \bar{I}_{\text{r}} \right] - \text{VAT} - \text{PT},$$

where VAT – value added tax, $$/; PT – profit tax, $.

Value added tax amount is evaluated on the basis of an
appropriate value added tax rate $\delta_{\text{VAT}}$:

$$\text{VAT} = \delta_{\text{VAT}} \cdot \frac{T_{FF} - s_{\text{tariff}}^{\text{tariff}} \cdot I_{\text{r}}}{100 + \delta_{\text{VAT}}},$$

where $s_{\text{tariff}}^{\text{tariff}}$ – self costs of 1 hour of forwarding company
dispatcher’s work, which include the acquisition of goods and
services of third-party companies, $$/hr.

Profit tax amount is calculated on the basis of net profit
value NP and income tax rate $\delta_{\text{PT}}$:

$$\text{PT} = \begin{cases} \text{0}, & \text{if NP} \leq 0, \\ \text{0.01} \cdot \delta_{\text{PT}} \cdot \text{NP}, & \text{if NP} > 0. \end{cases}$$

Net profit is calculated by the formula:

$$\text{NP} = T_{FF} - s_{\text{tariff}}^{\text{tariff}} \cdot N_{FF}^{\text{tariff}} \left( I_{\text{r}}, - \bar{I}_{\text{r}} \right) -$$

$$-s_{\text{tariff}}^{\text{tariff}}, \bar{I}_{\text{r}} \cdot \text{VAT} + \frac{\delta_{\text{VAT}} \cdot s_{\text{tariff}}^{\text{tariff}}, \bar{I}_{\text{r}}}{100 + \delta_{\text{VAT}}}.$$

Described algorithm has been implemented in the development environment MS Visual Studio 10 with the use of C# ver. 4.0 language.

5. Results of simulation experiment on evaluation of freight forwarder risk to entry the transportation market

Evaluation of values of a probability of event $I_{FF} \leq E_{FF}$ has been carried out for the values of an average requests interval in the range from min$I=1$ hr to max$I=10$ hrs with the step st$I=1$ hr for the exponential distribution of the interval’s stochastic value (accordingly to results obtained in [10]), and for forwarding enterprise tariff values in the range from min$T=5$ to max$T=23 $$/request with the step st$T=2 $$/request (the range of values of freight forwarders services costs for freight owners has been accepted in according with current tariffs on the transportation market for cargo deliveries in Ukraine).

Results of the simulation experiment, which has been implemented for determination of the dependence between freight forwarder risk and both tariff and requests interval values, are shown at Fig. 2. These results were obtained for the modeling period or 10$^3$ hrs.

Dependences of freight forwarder risk to entry the transportation market from tariff on the enterprise’s services for different levels of requests interval are presented at Fig. 3.
decreasing of tariff on services of forwarding company and with increasing of mathematical expectation of requests interval. Also a non-linear character of requests interval and tariff influence on forwarder risk measure should be pointed out.

6. Results of regression analysis for the conducted simulation experiment

In order to determine the functional dependence \( r = f(\mu, T_{fp}) \), where \( \mu \) – mathematical expectation of requests interval, the regression analysis was carried out with the use of MS Excel special tools. Regression analysis results allow to state that most adequately dependence of freight forwarder risk from requests interval and tariff rate could be described by a model of a following type:

\[
\mu = 0.0792 \cdot \frac{T_{fp}}{T_{basis}} - 0.8588.
\]  \( \text{(7)} \)

Regression model (7) was chosen from a set of 10 alternative hypotheses about form of dependence \( r = f(\mu, T_{fp}) \). Determination coefficient for model (7) had the highest value of 0.9888. In details the procedure of implemented regression analysis is described in [8].

Obtained regression model allows to estimate numerically a measure of freight forwarder risk for values of interval mathematical expectation from the range from 1 to 10 hrs and for the tariff values from the range from 5 $ to 23 $ per request. For the values of those parameters outside the mentioned ranges, the simulations of the process of requests servicing is needed.

7. Conclusions

Evaluation of freight forwarders risk to entry transportation market (or its segment) could be implemented on the basis of simulation freight forwarding process.

Provided results of research allow to make a conclusion, that forwarding company risk to entry the market monotonically increases with increasing of average requests interval in the serviced flow and monotonically decreases with increasing of the tariff on services of a freight forwarder.

Thus, to minimize the risk of freight forwarder to entry the market, there should be set ceiling level of the tariff value for the services of the company.
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